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This is a glowing report about Archon Tree Service's work to cut and/or trim 20 trees on our property this week. From the estimator who provided a very timely estimate, to the prompt scheduling of the job, to the crew that arrived on time every day and worked safely and with care toward our many other plantings, and cleaned up at the end of each day, this was a very positive experience for us. Thank you, Archon Tree Service!
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As someone extremely picky about the care of my trees, I can definitely recommend Archon Tree Services! We've worked with them for many years now & the results are always excellent! The staff (Jennifer & Matt) & crew (especially Justin & Ian) are all outstanding! They're really an all-around great company! Highly recommend!
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Had a 60 foot tree removed last month. They needed to bring in a crane. Was very interesting to watch the tree removal process. They removed the tree and all its branches.  Everything was put in the wood chipper.  Was a very precision operation. Cleaned up 100%. Would highly recommend them.
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They offers exceptional tree services, including pruning, trimming, and removal. Team is knowledgeable, skilled, and provides top-notch customer service.
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3 professional gentlemen showed up and put in WORK!got my powerlines cleared of pesky tree branches I could not do myself.Glad helpful crews like those at Archon Tree Services are out there to help people like me :)10/10 will call again.
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I have used Archon Tree Service several times for major pruning jobs and find them prompt and professional.
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Archon is the best. They always take good care of us. They have done many services for us including certified arborist reports, replanting recommendations for city government, stump removal, tree removal, limbing, etc. Brian works within regulations to get you what you need done. They do crane work and are able to work in tight spaces. Jennifer is also very helpful in the office. just overall a good business
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Came out to University Place : The crew was exactly on time, did what they came to do! Cut and Crane out some huge trees in my back yard, The crew is quick,...
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Brian and the crew were absolutely amazing! They are total professionals. They brought in incredible equipment (trucks, cranes, chippers) and took down some enormous fir trees and several hemlock trees. Their technique is incredible and hardly a piece of sawdust was left each day when they were finished. 5+ stars for sure.
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Skilled, fast and efficient- they removed 3 trees chipped the branches, and cleaned up. Everything was done in about 2 hours. Thank you to the team today.
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Archon tree service gave us a very reasonable quote to remove trees and grind the stumps for us. They were able to complete the jobs sooner than they had predicted and cleaned up after the jobs (performed on separate days) leaving no trace that they had been there. We were pleased with every aspect of hiring Archon and would not hesitate to refer them to our friends.
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Removed the top 60' of a 120' tall Hemlock that had snapped during a recent wind storm which left the top leaning precariously toward our home. Because of the tree location in a buffer zone between us and a neighbor,  the removal was complicated and required 2 cranes and a crew of 6. From the initial assessment, through the planning process, then site work prep to protect our landscaping and finally to the removal and clean up, Archon performed the work in a professional and safe manner and at a very reasonable cost. Later in the day a second Archon crew removed several cherry trees. Both crews were very friendly, courteous and respectful of our property and that of our neighbors. In the end we were very pleased with the work and for the value received.
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Was very impressed by Michael, who came out to give me a quote on trimming/thinning some trees near the back of my house. I thought I needed the work for...
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We've got a giant sycamore tree that's 7 feet across at its base.  It's a tall, old tree that's the centerpiece of our property.  We feel obligated to take good care of it.  At the same time, we want to keep it away from the house and allow some light through to the ground.We've used Archon for the last two years to do selective pruning in a way that keeps the tree looking good and healthy.I highly recommend them.
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This was the third time we have used Archon Tree Services. The consultation for an estimate was very professional and the estimate was received promptly. On the day of the tree removal, the two very polite young men arrived on time and kept us informed as the work progressed. The entire area was cleaned up and the results were great. Our bill was the exact amount of the estimate, even though they removed a couple of small trees. Thanks for another job well done Archon!
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Over the past several years I've engaged other tree removal companies. Archon Tree Services is hands down the best of the lot! Their communication is top notch. The man who estimated the job was thoughtful and honest. In addition to being highly skilled, the woodsmen were professional and courteous. They did everything I asked, which included downing one tree that was particularly tricky - really tricky. Additionally they cleaned up after themselves leaving the place looking as good as when they arrived. The estimator suggested I might want to leave part of one tree, that was dying and badly compromised, as a habitat tree. What a great idea! This is a perfect solution for keeping the critters happy and away from healthy trees.
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I had a tree that was a big nuisance. Problem is there was no place to fell it. Fences just one foot behind it and three feet to its left. My deck and house, four feet to the right. Delicate ornamental landscaping blocking the other way. I thought it would have to come down in small pieces, but it split up into 10  trunks that where to flimsy to climb. Archon came in with a crane, strapped the tree to it, cut the tree and lifted it out of the way, lowered it into a chipper, swept up what little was left on the ground. In less than one hour, my tree was gone and there was no debris or evidence that a tree was there other than the small stump. Zero impact. These guys are wonderful.
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Brian and The Archon Crew are the real deal.  A tree top broke during a wind storm and it got hung up in another tree.  Archon had to bring out a crane and...
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	Contractor's License #: #ARCHOTS940MP
	

						
Brian Allen, Certified Arborist #PN-7579A
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